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Background

BUILDING MY ETHICAL FRAMEWORK

10 years in Community Nonprofits

Student, Educator, and Staff

DEI & Communication Facilitator
Navigating this Presentation

01 Overview Of UCCSlead
02 The Why
03 Everyday Ethical Leadership
04 Exploring Everyday Ethics with Students
05 Debrief
Our Program

Pillars

- Everyday Leadership
- Heartset
- Mindset
- Leadership Pathways

The Program
Gamechanger a 5 hour interactive leadership experience

Our Mission

UCCSlead developing engaged ethical and world changing leaders
What are Ethics?
Are ethics important in leadership, why?
The Missing Piece

AS EASY AS BREATHING

Ethics are Boring

Ethics are Important...But

What about Ethics
Effective Leadership Activity

"I believe you have to be willing to be misunderstood if you're going to innovate."

"You have to start with truth. The truth is the only way that we can get anywhere."
Effective vs. Ethical Leadership

TO INSPIRE/INFLUENCE CHANGE OR ACTION

“"I believe you have to be willing to be misunderstood if you're going to innovate.""

Ethical Leadership is Built On

Integrity, Trust, Accountability, Transparency, Respect, & Fairness

"You have to start with truth. The truth is the only way that we can get anywhere."
Ethical Principles in Everyday Leadership

Weaving

Values Activity

Values

Empathy & Trust

Line in the Sand Activity

Into

Communication

Walk & Talk Activity

Heartset
Walk & Talk
How can you incorporate these ethics tools into your conversations with students
Leadership Pathways

Accountability & Viability

Building our Leadership Legacy
Everyday Ethical Leadership

Ethics in Student Leadership

The Role of Tension in Ethics

The Difference Between Effective & Ethical Leadership

Ethics are Woven into Leadership